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TRADING NATION
S&P 500 posts first 3-day losing streak
since August
U.S. equities closed lower on Tuesday as a
rebound in tech stocks failed to lift the
broader market higher.


MENU

Banks just passed a key level and it could
signal more gains to come

Jim Paulsen on what makes this bull
 'unique'
market

Bank stocks have been breaking out, and one
chart-minded analyst sees more room to run.
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North Korea could threaten China's
market rally, warns Stephen Roach



There's nothing traditional about this market, and according to one
strategist, that could be a blessing.

China's market rally becomes more vulnerable
as North Korea advances its nuclear program,
according to Yale University's Stephen Roach.



Jim Paulsen of the Leuthold Group argues a lack of leadership is one of
the major factors protecting the historic rally from buckling.



A big week for US data may clash with
bullish market sentiment

"We've had a lack of anything being in a trend for a really long time,"
said Paulsen, the firm's chief investment strategist, on CNBC'S "Trading
Nation" last week.

The non-manufacturing report is set to come
out days ahead of the closely watched US
employment situation report.

"We don't have everyone sitting in the nifty fifty today like in [1972],"
he said, referring to the 50 most popular stocks investors owned during
the 1960s and 70s.
"We don't have everybody sitting in energy stocks like we did in the
late 70s. We don't have everyone sitting in dot-com stocks in the 90s,"
he added. "We've had this constant rotation. Trump trades are on, and
then they're off."
His comments came as the Nasdaq raced to a record close, and the S&P
500 hit an all-time intraday high.
Paulsen, who has spent 34 years on Wall Street, sees the S&P 500
ending the year around 2600 -— about two percent higher than current
levels.
"I am kind of watching the foundation of this unique bull and its pillars
and waiting for them to crumble a little bit before I take the urge to get
too bearish," he said.
"We've been in this sweet spot where the economies continue to grow
even though we're at full employment, and we have just never
aggravated inflation or interest rates, which would put a break on this
stock market," the investor added.

MORE FROM TRADING NATION
Energy and financials are on the verge of crossing key
levels. Here’s what it means
Dow rises to record but rest of market rolls over on tech
woes
Amazon’s amazing run is headed for trouble, technical
strategist says
With tax reform done, Wall Street bull Jeremy Siegel
thinks Dow 25K is just around the corner
The dollar took a dive on Friday, but it could catch a bid
next week
Stocks close lower after Michael Flynn report sends Wall
Street on wild ride
Brief dip aside, history suggests that big gains are in
store for the market in December
Transport stocks are on fire this week, and may be set
for more gains
Dow stock Caterpillar and two others could propel the
index to 25,000
Apple is in for a 10% year-end rally, charts suggest
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Emerging markets are still a solid
choice for investors, despite sell-off
in China
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Emerging markets are a solid choice for
investors. And it’s more than just a story about
China.

Paulsen has been a bull since the early 2016 stock market correction. He
sees elements suggesting the U.S. economy is overheating, but it hasn't
gotten to a level that should concern investors yet.
"Every post-war recovery has ended with some semblance of overheat
conditions. You know escalating costs, particularly wage costs, rising
inflation which hurts the valuation of stock and then, finally, the need to
reset rates higher. I do think that ultimately this bull market will end
under that condition," noted Paulsen.
But for now, he suggests stocks are in a safe zone.





"Until you break the wall of worry, until you create more of a trendy
market where the bear has something to bite.... I am going to err more
on the side of bullishness," Paulsen said.

What historically low sector
correlation means for the market
Mandy Xu of Credit Suisse discusses sector
correlations and the broader market with Brian
Sullivan.

S&P sector correlations near alltime lows
Mandy Xu of Credit Suisse discusses sector
correlations and volatility in the equity market
with Brian Sullivan.
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Are you firmly in the bull camp for the next 12 months?

Stacey Gilbert
Stacey Gilbert is the head of derivative
strategy at Susquehanna.

Yes
No

Lawrence McDonald

Undecided
VOTE

Managing Director, ACG Analytics

Vote to see results
Rich Ross

Rich Ross
Managing Director, Head of Technical Analysis,
Evercore ISI







Thefull interview with Jim Paulsen
of the Leuthold Group
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Stephanie Landsman
Producer, CNBC’s "Fast Money"

RELATED SECURITIES
Symbol

S&P 500
NDAQ

Price

Change

%Change

2629.57

-9.87

-0.37%

78.51

-0.42

-0.53%
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